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CHANNELED TO COMMITTEE
Gov. Babcock
Gov. Babcock 
To Eye Role 
Of Students
Students and faculty will have 
three opportunities to meet and 
speak with Gov. Tim Babcock 
Monday.
Gov.' Babcock will speak on 
“ Problems in Education and the 
Student’s Role in Politics” in the 
Music Recital Hall at 4 p.m.
The governor’s talk will include 
some major policy statements, 
according to Sue 
Larson, president 
of the MSU Col­
lege Republican 
Club.
A question - 
and - answer per­
iod w i l l  follow 
the speech.
Prior to h is  
s p e e c h  G o v .  
Babcock will at­
tend a faculty tea 
in the Territorial 
Rooms of the Lodge.
A “Meet the Governor Hour”  is 
scheduled from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m. 
in the Lodge Grill. Miss Larson 
said all students and faculty are 
urged to attend.
Gov. Babcock’s visit here is in 
connection with his statewide tour 
of college campuses next week. -
Jerry L. Agen, chairman of the 
Montana College Republicans, will 
accompany Gov. Babcock. Agen 
is scheduled to speak here also.
Frosh to Lead 
In ‘Fair Lady’
The fair lady of “My Fair Lady,” 
next fall’s major drama produc­
tion, was announced yesterday 
afternoon by Firman Brown, 
chairman of the department of 
drama.
• Sue Noreen, Missoula freshman, 
won the lead role of Eliza, the 
poor English flower-seller who is 
changed into a “lady.”
Professor Henry Higgins, the 
man who tutors Eliza, will be 
played by David Hunt, Kalispell. 
His cohort, Colonel Pickering, will 
be portrayed by Bill Dobson, Great 
Falls.
The part of Eliza’s father, Mr. 
Doolittle, has been given to Jim 
Baker, Conrad. Mrs. Higgins, 
Henry’s mother, will be played by 
Joan Campbell, Missoula. Ruth 
Emerson, Great Falls, has been 
cast as Mrs. Pearce. The rest of 
the cast will be chosen next fall.
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Soviet Counselor Stresses 
Coexistence, Disarmament
World affairs are everybody’s 
business and everyone may con-- 
tribute to peace, the counselor of 
the Embassy of the U.S.S.R. said 
last night to a capacity crowd in 
the Music Recital Hall.
Igor K. Kolosovsky, speaking on 
the “Soviet Union Today,” stressed 
that communism is not a plan of 
conspiracy, but of peaceable co­
existence, whereby the people of 
the whole world will benefit.”
He said that the policy of peace­
ful coexistence involves total re­
jection of war and strict respect 
for sovereignty of all nations’ bor­
ders and consists, not only of po­
litical, but also economic and cul­
tural coexistence. •
To preserve peace, “the only so­
lution is complete and general dis­
armament,” and “a step by step 
solution” would be accepted by 
the Soviets rather than arT“ all or 
nothing principle,” according to 
Mr. Kolosovsky.
The relaxation of international 
pressures would be helped by 
withdrawal of foreign troops from 
European countries. This would 
contribute to the growth of mutual 
'trust, he stated.
The speech, ̂ the last of a series 
of MSU public lectures sponsored 
by the MSU Public Exercises and 
visiting Lecturers Committee, cen­
tered on Soviet foreign policy and 
Soviet-American relations.
He said the Soviets do not claim 
to have solved all of their economic 
problems, but improvements have 
been made. He cited examples of 
bad years— 1913, 1920 and 1941-— 
when the economy of Russia was 
either almost completely ruined or 
behind in development.
“Today the Soviet Union pro­
duces almost as much as Britain, 
West Germany and France and 
stands second only to America. 
Our people enjoy free education, 
free medical treatment,” he said.
“The Soviet women occupy a 
more and more outstanding place 
in our economic, social and politi­
cal life,” he said. One third of the 
1,500 engineers who graduate each 
year are women.-
A program for building economic 
progress has been under way since 
1961 and will last until 1980. He 
did not elaborate on the plans of 
the program.
Here Monday, Tuesday
He said, “It is our confidence 
that our plan can and will be suc­
cessfully realized. The social and 
economic system, the will and de­
termination of our people, our rich 
natural resources create the con­
ditions for fulfilling our purpose.” 
In comparing Soviet to Ameri­
can agriculture, he claimed that 
history and geographical location 
force Russia to remain behind. The 
destruction during the two world 
wars and the more severe climatic 
conditions cause this, he added.
“We are gradually catching up 
with your country in electric power 
and oil output and in chemical in­
dustry, though you continue to lead 
in these fields,” he admitted.
Smiling in his trim black suit, 
he said that the “hot line is so hot
Spurs Tap 30 
In Ceremony 
At Main Hall
Thirty Spurs were tapped at an 
SOS last night.
They were selected for the soph­
omore women’s service honorary 
by its active members. Each new 
Spur must have a 2.5 accumulative 
GPA for the two preceding quart­
ers.
The new Spurs are Heidi Clark, 
Billings; Marian McKay, Great 
Falls; Lynne Morrow, Great Falls; 
Carol Lindborg, Missoula; Peggy 
Wallis, Billings; Paula Latham, 
Great Falls; Betty Dee Taylor, 
Missoula; Gray Mannakee, Cas­
cade; Betsy Brown, Billings; Ruth 
Rollins, Billings; Nancy Taylor, 
Deer Lodge; Kevin Williams, En­
nis; Peggy Beaman, Missoula, 
Leslie Griffin, Glendale, Calif.
Jo Ann Hacker, Ennis; Faye 
Bourret, Great Falls; Diana Mc- 
Kibben, Livingston; S u z a n n e  
Schulz, Missoula; Audrey Koehler, 
Missoula; Donna Elder, Whitefish; 
Barbara Richard, Miles City; Ce­
celia Cole, Hamilton; Mary Ann 
Peterson, Laurel; Sara Risse, West 
Glacier; Marcia Monroe, White- 
fish; Kathy Ryffel, Norfolk, Va.; 
Bea Johnson, Billings; Linda Har- 
bine, Plains; Sheila Skemp, May- 
wood, 111., and Betty Brown, Great 
Falls.
that nobody wants to touch it. 
When it is ringing at one end 
everybody thinks it is a wrong 
number.”
The U.S.S.R. trades with 90 
countries, 33 with which they have 
established long term agreements, 
according to Mr. Kolosovsky.
He believes that “man’s mind has 
outgrown the earth,” so he must 
prove his wisdom by peacefully 
existing on the earth with others.
“I suppose you will not become 
Communists after my lecture, and 
I will not be an advocate of the 
free enterprise system, but I hope 
that our meeting will help us to 
know and understand each other,” 
he said.
☆  ☆
Igor K. Kolosovsky was born in 
Tomsk, Russia, in 1920. He is a 
1944 graduate of the Moscow Avi­
ation Institute ‘and entered the for­
eign service in the same year.
He has worked at U.S.S.R. for­
eign ministries in American, Latin 
American and African countries. 
From 1946 to 1949 he served in the 
Soviet embassy in Argentina. From 
1954 to 1957 he was counselor and 
charge d’ affairs there. Since 1962 
Mr. Kolosovsky has been Soviet 
counselor in Washington.
CB Delays 
Fine Arts’ 
Loan Action
A request for a $1,500 loan by 
the fine arts department, previ­
ously denied by Central Board, 
was not reviewed at its meeting 
Wednesday night because the de­
partment failed to present its re­
quest to Budget and Finance Com­
mittee.
Once Central Board had voted 
not to lend the money which would 
have paid for an air conditioner 
for the Masquer Theater, it could 
not, according to Bob Liffring, 
ASMSU president, reintroduce the 
proposal until the fine arts de­
partment again placed its request 
through the Budget and Finance 
Committee. This was not done.
Phil Miller, previously declared 
ineligible to serve on the Board 
following the general election be­
cause he is not 21, will be recom­
mended to CB as the eligible win­
ner.
Liffring explained that Miller 
will be 21 when he takes office 
next fall. This satisfies the by­
law requirements. Miller will re­
place Linda Clark who replaced 
Miller when he was first declared 
ineligible by Elections Committee.
Carol Frederick has been de­
clared ineligible to serve a one- 
year term on Store Board even 
though she won the general elec­
tion. In order to be eligible, Liff­
ring said, she would have to be a 
senior. Miss Frederick, who re­
ceived 610 votes, is a freshman. 
Gary Gullard, who had been de­
clared ineligible because he is not 
21, will replace her.
Rattlesnake Folk Lament 
Littering o f  Canyon Area
He said high school and Univer­
sity students seemed to be among 
the offenders.
A special sheriff’s patrol may be 
sent into the Rattlesnake area, he 
said. .
Weekend Weather
Temperatures for the weekend 
are expected to be lower than mid­
week temperatures, according to 
the Missoula Weather Bureau.
There should be scattered after­
noon showers on Friday and Sat­
urday with high temperatures in 
the mid-60s and lows in the mid- 
30s.
Sunday should be mostly sunny 
and slightly warmer. High tem­
peratures should be in the low 
70s and lows in the mid-30s.
Rattlesnake V a l l e y  residents 
have asked for sheriff’s aid to curb 
wild parties, shooting of firearms 
and grand-scale littering in the 
area.
Montana Power Park, included 
in the area, will be closed this 
summer.
Maintained by the Montana 
Power Co., it was closed last year 
because of vandalism and beer 
parties, according to company of­
ficials. Benches and tables were 
wrecked and burned and Water 
pipes ripped out.
Residents from the Rattlesnake 
met Wednesday night with Mis­
soula County’s sheriffs and attor­
ney to complain about the danger­
ous and destructive trespassers.
Deputy Sheriff Lorin Harris said 
that bullets from practice shooting 
in the area had come dangerously 
close to homes and persons.
Rabbi to Lecture
On Jewish Ethics
A Jewish rabbi will lecture on 
Judaism, three Jewish denomina­
tions and ethical teachings of the 
Talmud, the body of Jewish civil 
and canonical law, on campus 
Monday and Tuesday.
The first lecture of Rabbi Samuel 
Horowitz will be at noon Monday 
in LA 102. The topic is “Ethical 
Teachings of the Talmud.” He will 
talk about the “Essence of Juda­
ism” in the Women’s Center, Room 
215 at 1 p.m. On Tuesday he will 
lecture on “Three Jewish Denomi­
nations” at 9 a.m. in LA 103.
Rabbi Horowitz has served as 
assistant theater chaplain in the 
China-Burma-India theater during 
World War II. After his release 
from the army, he became director 
of the B’nai B’rith Hillel Founda­
tion of the University of Washing­
ton in Seattle.
The rabbi, a graduate of Uni­
versity of Rochester, received a 
Master of Hebrew Letters degree 
at Hebrew-Union College-Jewish 
Institute of Religion in New York. 
He was awarded an honorary de­
gree of Doctor of Divinity from 
the Hebrew Union College-Jewish
Union Institute of Religion in Cali­
fornia in 1962.
Rabbi Horowitz has served con­
gregations in Pennsylvania, Wis­
consin and Kansas. He is currently 
a spiritual leader of Temple Beth 
Aaran, a Jewish denominational 
church, in Billings.
The Jewish Chautauqua Society, 
an organization which, through 
education, seeks to create an un­
derstanding of Jews and Judaism, 
is sponsoring the rabbi’s lectures 
on various college campuses.
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State Groups 
To Present 
Four Concerts
A weekend of concert works and 
compositions begins tomorrow.
The University Band concert 
will begin at 8:15 p.m. in the Uni­
versity Theater.
Works of 10 Montana composers 
will comprise Sunday’s Centennial 
concert at 3 p.m. in the University 
Theater.
The Libby High School Band 
and the University Symphonette 
will perform in the afternoon. 
Wilbur Funk, choral director at 
Northern Montana College, is the 
director of the Symphonette.
Other performing artists in Sun­
day’s concert include the Bozeman 
Community Chorus and High 
School Chamber Band.
The evening concerts will in­
clude instrumental works by Her­
bert Inch, and two pieces by Rich­
ard Hoyt. Both men are music 
teachers in New York.
Performances by the University 
Choir and works by J. George 
Hummel will conclude Sunday’s 
program.
The Jubileers will present their 
annual spring concert Tuesday 
night at 8:15 in the University 
Theater.
Inter scholastic Starts Today
The 58th Interscholastic got under way today with many 
activities for the more than 1,000 students participating 
in the meet.
Dorms, sorority and fraternity houses will be open for 
the students all day. Tours of the campus will start from 
the information desk in the Lodge at 3 and 4 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:15 p.m.
9:00 p.m.
6:30 a.m.
7:30 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
8:30 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
1:15 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m.
FRIDAY
Presentation of Colors. Dornblaser Field. 
Track and Field Meet. Parade of Athletes on 
Dornblaser Field.
Bear Paw’s Dance. University Lodge. 
SATURDAY
Boys’ Golf. All contestants meet in front of the 
Lodge for transportation to Missoula Country 
Club Course.
Girls’ Golf. All contestants meet in front of 
the Lodge for transportation to Missoula Coun­
try Club Course.
Boys’ Tennis. All participants report to Men’s 
Gymnasium.
Girls’ Tennis. All participants report to Wom­
en’s Center.
Boys’ Tennis. Singles and doubles. U Courts. 
Girls’ Tennis. Singles and doubles. U Courts. 
Track and Field Meet. Finals.
Barbecue. Everyone invited. Oval.
Air Force ROTC Dance. University Lodge.
In Search of a Playground
The warning’s been issued lads (and lassies). Better be on 
the lookout. The folks of the Rattlesnake Valley are pretty 
irate about all “ the wild parties, shooting of firearms and 
grand-scale littering” that’s been disturbing their beautiful 
valley. They’ve issued a protest to the local sheriff’s office.
You know what that means—no more keggers, at least not 
up the Rattlesnake. The sheriff’s office is considering sending 
a special patrol into the area (during the “busy hours” we 
assume).
So we’d suggest you try a different place until the heat’s off 
—say Blue Mountain or Pattee Canyon or any of half a dozen 
other spots.
But if you still insist on the Rattlesnake, how about keeping 
down the noise (we know you’ll make a real effort) or at 
least not leaving garbage all over the place. —djf
Don’t Spend It A ll Now
Before any of you go on a wild spending spree with your 
chunk of the recent $11 billion tax cut, you’d better make 
sure you won’t have to dig a little deeper into your pocket 
next April 15 to pay your tax bill.
Congress cut the tax rate in two stages, one this year and 
one next. But it slashed the withholding rate from 18 to 14 
per cent in one fell swoop.
All of which means many taxpayers, come April 15, will 
find that their employer has not withheld enough to meet 
Uncle Sam’s demands.
The Internal Revenue Service (bless their little hearts) 
recommends that the taxpayer have his ^employer withhold 
more each paycheck or else make quarterly payments of 
estimated taxes owed.
The smaller percentage in withholding shouldn’t affect too 
many students, but it will most faculty and administration 
membersN According to IRS, single persons with incomes of 
greater than $5,000 and married couples with combined incomes 
in excess of $10,000 can expect to go to the piggy bank for 
additional pennies April 15. For students earning less, it will 
just mean a smaller tax return next year.
But it’s better to overpay a little each week—you can always 
get it back—then to have to dig up a few cartwheels that just 
aren’t available in April. —djf
Journalism Major Repeats His Claim 
That Most Do Care About Fellow Men
To the Kaimin:
It seems to me, Mr. Hoaglund, 
that you have a textbook concep­
tion of your fellow man. You said 
you feel that people in New York 
end Missoula couldn’t care less 
what happens to their neighbors. 
I have to disagree in every re­
spect.
I don’t think that people are as 
inconsiderate as you like to think. 
Do you feel that man is a selfish, 
egocentric animal? Yes, man usu­
ally thinks of himself, but I can’t 
help thinking that man is also 
human and that he has emotions 
and feelings for others and will try 
to help them when they are in 
trouble.
I think, Mr. Hoaglund, that you 
have a somewhat warped opinion 
of New York City. Anyone who has 
read “The Blackboard Jungle” 
could have written a description 
like yours.
What all this is leading to is 
the fact that Rochester is not so 
unlike New York City that they 
can be called two different worlds.
Rochester does have its undesir­
able sections, but don’t all • cities
Montana Kaimin
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and towns? Yes, New York City 
has places like the Bowery which 
are probably worse than anything 
in Rochester, but we do have our 
“hoods” with switchblade knives, 
and our “rumbles.”
As for the description of the 
masses of people on the subway 
cursing because they didn’t push 
hard enough and consequently had 
to stand, I think this is simply an 
example of man’s egocentric na­
ture. But is this fact so overpower­
ing that it would stop you from 
helping a person in trouble, even 
if he were a stranger? I think not!
As far as I am concerned, people 
as a unit do care what happens 
to their fellow citizens.
ROSS CARLETTA 
Junior, Journalism
Foresters7 Ball 
To Help Celebrate 
State Centennial
Editor’s note: Following is a 
letter to the Montana Centennial 
Commission from the Forestry 
Club.
Dear Sirs:
Preparations are under way for 
the 48th Annual Foresters’ Ball. 
Montana State University’s For­
esters’ Ball is the most famous 
social event on campus. The an­
nual ball dates back to 1915 and 
is held during the autumn quarter 
of each school year. Proceeds sup­
port a student loan fund and 
scholarships for outstanding stu­
dents in the forestry school.
As this is the Centennial Year 
of our great state of Montana, we 
of the Forestry Club feel it is only 
proper that our theme for this 
year’s Foresters’ Ball honor Mon­
tana’s 100 years as a territory. 
“Montana’s 100 Years of Forestry” 
is the theme we have adopted.
We of the Montana State Uni­
versity Forestry Club offer our 
ball as part of the state’s celebra­
tion of its Centennial.
RON KAZMIERCZAK,
Chief Push
48th Forester’s Ball
YAF President 
Clarifies Reasons 
For Police Guard
To the Kaimin:
A few points should be made 
to clear up the ambiguous impli­
cations in the letter from Mr. 
V a s h e y on Marilyn Manion’s 
speech on campus.
In the first place, the phrase, 
“watchful eye of police” implies 
that the police were constantly on 
hand to see to it that no embarrass­
ing questions were asked of Miss 
Manion. As a matter of fact, the 
police were seldom in the Yellow­
stone Room, where the speech was 
held.
Another small point, we did not 
instruct the police to keep the 
pickets out, but rather told the 
police to have any would-be 
pickets leave their signs and 
placards outside the room. They 
would have then been admitted.
Mr. Vashey says that it ap­
pears YAF holds little regard for 
the freedom of expression.
Quite the contrary, it was be­
cause of our concern for the free­
dom of expression that we felt an 
organized group of pickets waving 
placards and banners and inter­
rupting with laughter and jeers 
would disrupt the speaker—thus 
limiting her freedom of expression.
We did not limit what kind of 
questions could be asked. We did 
say that some order should be kept 
at the meeting and if this is limit­
ing people then that’s what we 
did. The police, the Constitution 
and your college insructors limit 
what you do.
One final point. When I re­
quested a policeman to help with 
Miss Manion’s appearance, the 
c h i e f  expressed concern and 
strongly suggested _we hire two 
policemen; and we did.
I have never felt that it was 
our place to deliberately disrupt 
the talks of any of the “liberal” 
speakers we so often have on cam­
pus, and I have made this clear 
to our local chapter.
But, since some members of the 
opposition enjoy the deliberate 
disruption of the speakers we 
sponsor, we thought it best to try 
and keep them within the bounds 
of responsible debate.
JIM MERCER
President
MSU YAF chapter
HIGH HEELS BANNED
TAIPEI, Taiwan (AP) — High 
heels may be damaging the health 
of Nationalist China’s women sol­
diers, a member of the legislature', 
Miss Chuang Ching, told the Vice 
Minister of Defense, Admiral Liang 
Hsu-Chao. He replied that the 
ministry was considering a ban on 
spike heels for women soldiers on 
parade.
8 Pounds of 
Drycleaning for $2
at the
Sunshine
Laundercenter
(N.E. Corner of Holiday Village)
• Coin-operated Dry Cleaners, 
Washers
• Attendant on Duty to Assist You
Grace Announces . . .
Dress and Jacket Weights
^ J U M J L S u  AT BOTH 
U  FABRIC SHOPS
Hammond Arcade Holiday Village
Wife or Girl? 
Give Her a Gift 
She Will Treasure
B & H Jewelry
has the finest 
selection of
• Watches
• Rings
• Pearls
• Silver
• Clocks
Make Her Graduation Perfect
See
B & H JEWELRY
Don’t forgetten to bin bringing 
eine Fraulein.
Der Heidelhaus can’t furnish everything!
PROFESSOR KROUTSBERG SAYS:
Beside everything else they bin sellen in der 
Heidelhaus, now they bin sellen der Schweat- 
shirt. Und this short-sleeve Schweatshirt ist gut 
high quality. In der Heidelhaus they bin sellen 
them at cost. You bin getting eine gute Schweat­
shirt for only $2.25. (ein hot Deal).
4c * * *
HEIDELHAUS SHORT-SLEEVE 
SWEATSHIRT
$2.25 * ***
HEIDELHAUS PICNIC TIME
Make the HEIDELHAUS first on the list 
for pizzas and food to go.
The HEIDELHAUS has free ice.
* * * *
Und this veekend, after you bin buyen your 
Schweatshirt, vhy don’t you picken up some 
yummisher food to go and bin haven yourself 
ein Heidelhaus picnic.
Heidelhaus
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Institute o f  Communism 
To Be Offered in Summer
An Institute on Communism, a 
cooperative effort of the econ­
omics, history and political science 
departments, is one of the campus 
programs offered during the 1964 
summer session.
The analytical study will con­
centrate on the history, politics and 
•economics of Communist philoso­
phy from the mid-nineteenth cen­
tury to the present. Melvin C. 
Wren, director of the history de­
partment, will direct the program.
Fifty-eight visiting professors 
will be added this summer to the 
124-member MSU staff. Short 
seminars and special workshops 
will supplement regular course 
work, according to Robert W. 
Coonrod, summer session director.
The first half of the session will 
run from June 15 to July 17; the 
second half from July 20 to Aug. 
21.
National S c i e n c e  Foundation 
summer institutes will be con­
ducted for high school mathematics 
and biology teachers. The National 
Defense Education Act will run
from June 22 to Aug. 14 for French 
teachers.
Classes, field work and research 
will be conducted at the Biological 
Station at Flathead Lake from 
June 22 to Aug. 14.
Summer catalogs may be ob­
tained from Robert W. Coonrod, 
Director of Summer Session, in 
LA 101.
The visiting professors are phil­
osopher Sidney Hook, writer Wal­
ter Van Tilburg Clark, political 
scientist Peter Odegard, artist 
Benjamin Benno, stage designer 
Leo Kerz, geographer Brigham A. 
Arnold, botanist John W. Hall, 
speech pathologist James A. Car- 
rell, historian Dorothy A. Johan­
sen, sociologist Blaine E. Mercer 
and musicologist Karl Geiringer.
Workshops scheduled for the 
first half of summer session are: 
drama, art, writing, education, 
business education, forestry, health 
and physical education, home eco­
nomics, home nursing, interior de­
sign, journalism, speech, library 
science and the social sciences.
AT
Ann Wolhowe, ’64, is engaged 
to Paul Miller, ’63, SAE. Norma 
Sandberg, ’66, is pinned to Terry 
Hober, ’64, SN. Bonny Beals, ’65, 
is pinned to Bill Stephens, ’66, 
PSK.
ZN
Jerry Jacobsen, ’64, is pinned to 
Mary Logan, ’65. Jack Bull, ’66, 
is pinned to Monta Smith, ’66, 
MSC. Jon Shelton, ’63, is pinned 
to Cindy Wood, ’66, KKG. Chris 
Nelson, ’65, is pinned to Sue Beery, 
’66, AP. John Erickson, ’67, is 
pinned to Suzanne Redmon, Bil­
lings.
Greg McKelvey, ’65, is engaged 
to Sally Adicott, San Francisco. 
Don Snortland, ’65, is engaged to 
Jane Pope, ’65, AP.
AZ<P
Kenneth Nielsen, ’65, married 
Mary K. O’Conner, Butte. Clifford 
Knapp, ’65, married Patsy Maury, 
Butte. Sidney Strong, ’64, married 
Arlene Hazelbaker, ’64, APT
Edward Zuleger, ’67, is pinned to 
Francine Heinzman, ’67.
KA0
Honey McFarland, ’67, is pinned 
to Chuck Dalich, ’66, SAE. Bonnie 
Harding, ’67, is pinned to Tom 
Walgamot, U. of Washington.
Bottled under the authority of The Coca-Cola Company byi — — — —— — J
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF MISSOULA
Studies piling up?
Pause. Have a Coke. 
Coca-Cola — with a lively lift 
and never too sweet, refreshes best.
things g O
b e tte r,!
^ w i t hCoke
Three Sentinels to Be Published
On Quarterly Basis Next Year
Three Sentinels will be pub­
lished next year instead of only 
one.
Bruce McGowan, newly-selected 
Sentinel editor, outlined his plan 
to put together books during au­
tumn, winter and spring quarters.
The history major felt that such 
a plan would “help to keep the 
Sentinel a little bit more in the 
students’ eyes.
“It will be more expensive with­
out a doubt,” McGowan noted. 
However, he felt that he will be 
able to work within Sentinel 
budget allowances.
A cheaper type of cardboard 
cover will be used on each of the 
editions to help cut expenses. But, 
he added, it still should be a good- 
looking book.
Having three deadlines a year 
will help to maintain greater ef­
ficiency and unity within the staff, 
McGowan explained. “ It gives us 
something to shoot for all the 
time.”
McGowan, a junior from Ben- 
senville, 111., said the only other
Two Freshmen Appointed 
To Military Academies
Two MSU freshmen recently 
received appointments to United 
States military academies.
Jay Johnson, Columbia Falls, 
was notified by Sen. Mike Mans­
field, D-Mont., that he received 
an appointment to the U.S. Mili­
tary Academy at West Point, N.Y.
John Dennis Hanrahan, former­
ly of Miles City and now from 
Kensington, Md., was appointed 
to the U.S. Naval Academy at 
Annapolis, Md., by Sen. Mansfield.
three-books-a-year operation he 
had seen was from a school in 
Oregon. It seemed well received, 
he noted.
The content of the Sentinel will 
be changed considerably, he stated. 
The whole book will be centered 
around the use of the picture essay.
The picture essay is a series of 
photographs which tells the story 
of one event with the aid of cut­
lines and literary material, he ex­
plained. This is a more positive 
approach than having a number of 
unrelated photographs. There will 
probably be fewer photographs, 
but of a higher quality, he said.
“I intend to use creative writing 
a good deal more than in the past,” 
McGowan stated. He said that he 
would like to use more of the lit­
erary talent, writers and artists, 
on campus.
The new editor outlined a plan 
to use persons from the various 
fields and areas covered in the 
Sentinel to help produce those 
areas. For instance: he plans to 
use an art major to do the layout 
and writing of the material for the 
art section in the book.
Direct credit in the book will be 
given to those who do the different 
types of work, he asserted.
McGowan said that he thought 
the recent Publications Committee 
recommendation to include a fee of 
about $1 in the activity fee during 
the first quarter of registration for 
class pictures, instead of the $2 
charge paid directly to the photog­
rapher, was good.
He said that he supported the 
committee’s intent in the passage 
of the resolution to insure a larger 
number of class pictures in the
Sentinel, lower the cost to the stu­
dents and obtain for the hook a 
more direct control over the pho­
tography contract.
The three associate editors will 
become more specialized, he ex­
plained. One will be an art editor 
for photography and art work, an­
other a literary editor to check the 
creative writing and the last a 
copy editor to read over all ma­
terial before it comes to the editor 
for the final reading.
NEW!
RQYAL
PARADE*
TYPEWRITER 
SUPPLY CO.
314 N. Higgins Ave.
Shop Until 9 
Monday 
and 
Friday 
Nights
u a
wonder sheath
the dress you’ll 
Individualize for a 
smashing new look 
every day and night of 
the week! Six colors. 
Fully lined. Sizes 8 
to 16. *14oo
Fashion Newness 
Is Our Business
r p t j X J Z A I s * ,
*  FASHION SHOP \
Downtown Missoula ■
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High School Interscholastic Opens
The best high school golfers, 
tennis players and track and field 
athletes in the state will compete 
today and tomorrow in the 58th 
Annual Interscholastic at MSU.
“We’ll have .a lot of records 
broken based on performances ear­
lier this year,”  says Charles Hert- 
ler, chairman of the Interscholastic 
program. “ I just hope we have 
good weather. A cold rainy day is 
not conducive to breaking rec­
ords.”
Four new marks were set at In­
terscholastic last year.
More than 1,000 athletes will 
compete. The track competition 
will have 658 athletes, tennis 132 
and golf 215. Interest in golf on 
the high school level has been
WELCOME TO 
INTERSCHOLASTIC
. . .  A time of achievement, 
fun. '
Time to do your best, and a 
breather after a big day is 
refreshing.
The quiet; the COOL POST 
LAMP is the atmosphere for 
relaxation.
It’s the COOL SHADE you’ve 
been looking for.
The new MINT “JULEP” is 
the drink for a summer even­
ing
. . . cool, refreshing. 
LUXURY, the cordial POST 
LAMP, is the cap for a perfect 
day.
Highway 10 W ert, across from 
the Mountain View Drive-In 
Theater on the “ Miracle M ile."
The Memphis of 
Missoula
picking up rapidly in Montana, 
and 30 schools have sent golfers 
to the matches at the Missoula 
Country Club.
Tennis players from 17 high 
schools will vie for top honors on 
the MSU and Missoula County 
High School courts.
The traditional Parade of Ath­
letes will wind around Dornblaser 
Field at 1:15 today. The first track 
and field event, the Class A pole 
vault, begins at noon. The golfers 
teed off at 7 this morning, and the 
tennis players began competition 
at 8:30.
A trophy will be awarded to the 
school making the most points in 
each class, according to Mr. Hert- 
ler. Another trophy will be given 
to the school winning relay race 
events in each class.
The Interscholastic pits the top 
five qualifiers from Class AA, A, 
B and C in state competition.
Twenty-two athletes who won 
events last year will compete again 
this weekend.
Other trophies and medals will 
be given to individuals and schools
☆  ☆  ☆
for excellence in track, tennis and 
golf.
Mr. Hertler has served as either 
chairman or co-chairman of the 
Interscholastic for 27 of the 58 
years the event has been in exist­
ence. George (Jiggs) Dahlberg is 
handling the track events, John 
Lester is in charge of golf and 
Vince Wilson is handling the ten­
nis competition.
“Many people are needed to 
make the meet a success,” says Mr. 
Hertler. “About 175 individuals are 
assigned positions in assisting with 
the meet.”
Three athletes now attending 
MSU hold Interscholastic records. 
Doug Brown of Red Lodge holds 
the mile record with a time of 
4:16.5 set in 1962. That same year, 
Lynn Putnam of Opheim set the 
pole vault record with a mark of 
13Vi. Missoula’s Ken Jones broke 
the high hurdles record last year 
with a time of 14.7.
Brown is an All-American dis­
tance runner at MSU and finished 
sixth in the NCAA cross-country 
event last season. Putnam soared
☆  ☆  ☆
Track and Field Records
Montana Interscholastic Track and Field Records
.Lawrence Questad, Livingston 
-Lawrence Questad, Livingston 
Frank Damaskos, Missoula 
Russ Whindom, Butte 
Randy Hyvonen, Red Lodge 
Doug Brown, Red Lodge 
Ken Jones, Missoula 
-Conrad Orr, Missoula 
Lawrence Questad, Livingston 
Dale Jackson, Great Falls 
Bob Hawke, Butte 
Bob Hawke, Butte 
.John Tushaus, Libby 
.Lynn Putnam, Opheim 
.Ken Nelson, Missoula 
.Mike Huggins, Kalispell 
.(Rich Hill, John McIntosh, 
Lynn Taskila and Dale 
Jackson, Great Falls)
100-yard dash ______ 9.6. .1961
220-yard dash ...___ 21.0. .1961
440-yard run .....___ 49.9. .1957
49.9. .1963
880-yard ru n__ -.1:55.5. .1963.
Mile run ________4:16.5- 1962
120 high hurdles.___ 14.7. .1963
180 low hurdles ___ 19.6 .1953
19.6 1961
19.6 .1962
Shot-put ........ .-56’7y2” ~.1963
Discus throw -173’10” .. 1963
Javelin throw....!208’8%”_..1962
Pole vau lt....... —13’%”...1962
Broad jump ____22’8y8” _.1955
High ju m p ____ ...6’6 1960
880-yard relay 1:30.9. .1962
ALTERATIONS
and
DRESSMAKING 
MRS. CHAPMAN 
231 North Ave. W. Cal! 9-9662
WHY CLUTTER 
YOUR DESK? 
a rack solves the problem
THE *BELL
2
PIPE SHOPPE
225 E. Broadway 
Opposite Post Office
Finest Im ported Pipes and Tobaccos
Clover Bowl 
Action
Fi Alfa Falfa will meet ©andle 
GI this afternoon in the champion­
ship game of the men’s intramural 
softball tournament. The game is 
scheduled for 4 p.m. on Field 1 
of the Clover Bowl.
In the semifinal games yester­
day, FAF defeated Phi Delta Theta, 
11-7, while GI blanked fraternity 
champion SN, 3-0.
Fi Alfa Falfa scored three runs 
in the fourth and five in the fifth 
to take a 10-2 lead after five in­
nings. The Phi Delts came up with 
five in the top of the sixth to nar­
row the margin,
Pat Campbell tossed a two-hit 
shutout in the other semifinal 
game as Candle GI downed Sigma 
Nu, 3-0. Campbell struck out nine.
Catlin’s
PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY
HAMMOND ARCADE
PHOTO FINISHING SPECIAL!
black and white roll, developed and printed8 Exposure
E x p O S U re  black and white roll, developed and printed
Black and White Jumbo Prints
Black and White 5x7 enlargements 39c o r _______ 3
Kodacolor Jumbo Prints __________________ _ 16c
Kodacolor 5x7 enlargements 59c o r ____________ 3 for $1.29
Kodacolor processing, per ro ll_______________________  69c
Kodachrome 8mm or 35mm processing, per roll - 99c
GUARANTEED QUALITY
PHOTOGRAPHY IS OUR ONLY BUSINESS
LLOYD PERRY CHUCK JOHNSON GARDNER MILLER
to a height of 13-11% in the pole 
vault in a meet against MSC ear­
lier this season.
Other Interscholastic winners 
now attending MSU are Larry Od- 
dy, Miles City; Ron Plummer, Mis­
soula; Ron Harper, Sidney; John 
Alexander, Great Falls; Gary Ko- 
privica, Butte, and Roger Seeley, 
Shelby.
Oddy, who was a Class A cham­
pion in the high jump and broad 
jump, hurled a no-hit game for 
the Grizzlies this season. Plummer, 
the Class B 100-yard dash record 
holder, plays halfback for the Sil- 
vertips’ football team. Harper was 
a Class A shot-put winner and has 
since turned his talents to playing 
guard for the MSU basketball 
squad.
Gary Koprivica, the Interscho­
lastic golf champion last year, is a 
member of the Grizzly golf team. 
Alexander, who played on the 
1962 Interscholastic championship 
doubles tennis team, is now a 
member of the MSU tennis squad. 
Seeley, the Class B broad jump 
record holder, plays halfback on 
the Grizzly football team.
COMMUNITY
CREAMERY
Phone 3-3173
W E L C O M E
PARTICIPANTS AND FAMILIES TO THE 
58th ANNUAL MONTANA INTERSCHO­
LASTIC TRACK MEET. MAKE SKAGGS 
PAYLESS DRUG CENTER IN THE HOLI­
DAY VILLAGE YOUR SHOPPING HEAD­
QUARTERS DURING YOUR STAY IN MIS­
SOULA. WE FEATURE NAME BRANDS IN 
ALL LINES.
Color Slide Film
35mm Includes Processing 
Reg. $4.35 Value
$1.69
Deodorant
Right Guard Spray Can 
New Family Size 
Reg. $1.49
99c
127—620— 120
Kodak Color Film
93c
Badminton
2 Player with Net 
and Shuttle Cocks 
Reg. $2
99c
BRYLCREEM
King Size Tube. Reg. 99c „ __ 79c
SHAMPOO
Head and Shoulders. Reg. S i.75 $1.19
TOOTHPASTE
Colgate Family Size. Reg. 83c sz. . 63c
DRUG CENTER
NOUDAV V ILLAG E: 1 9 1 4  BRO O KS ST .
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Big Sky Champions
BEST IN THE LEAGUE—The Grizzly golfers captured the Big Sky 
Athletic Conference championship last weekend, defeating teams 
from MSC, Idaho, Idaho State and Gonzaga. Don Waller also won 
the individual title to give MSU a clean sweep in golf. Members 
of the team, with coach Ed Chinske (front) are, from left, first row 
—Gary Koprivica, Gary Peck and Bill Ruegamer. Second row—John 
Warren, Ken Newgard and Waller. (Kaimin Photo by John Lumb)
\ i : \ v
The enchantment 
of a love destined 
to last a lifetime 
is traditionally 
expressed in fine 
diamonds and 
precious metals 
such as this 
sophisticated 
solitaire, designed 
by master 
craftsmen.
$175.00 Price includes
Federal Tax
C O N V E N IE N T  T E R M S
HEINRICH
JEWELERS
132 N. Higgins Ave.
Ch eer leader s’ 
Drill Sessions 
Start Monday
The head cheerleader and head 
pompon girl will conduct practice 
sessions Monday through Thursday 
from 4 to 5 p.m. in the Yellow­
stone Room of the Lodge, in 
preparation for the squad tryouts 
June 1.
Women who wish to tryout must 
appear at practice by Tuesday to 
be considered, according to Nicki 
Paulsrud, chairman of Traditions 
Board. Those wishing help may 
arrange for special sessions during 
the weekend, she said.
Women must have a 2.0 GPA to 
try out for the position^.
Brown to Run 
In CSU Meet
'Doug Brown, MSU’s ace distance 
runner, will compete tomorrow in 
the Colorado State University in­
vitational track meet at Fort Col­
lins.
The Red Lodge flash won the 
mile and three-mile runs at the 
Big Sky Conference track meet 
in Missoula last weekend. His 
sixth place finish in the NCAA 
cross-country race last year gained 
him All-American recognition.
DIME LAUNDRY
WASH MONDAY FOR ONLY 10c 
FREE COFFEE —  EVERY DAY
DRY CLEAN —  ONLY $1.50 FOR 8 LBS.
Across from Courthouse
Records will fall in the 58th 
Annual Interscholastic Track and 
Field competition this weekend, 
but the question which looms is 
—how many?
Standards in the shot-put, discus 
throw and pole vault appear most 
likely to be broken, but past 
achievements mean little when so 
many fine athletes are competing 
in a single meet.
Bob Hawke, the pride of the 
Butte Public Bulldogs, should wipe 
out the marks he set last year in 
the shot and the discus.
He and Larry Questad of Liv­
ingston are the only double-record 
holders. Questad established the 
100 and 220 marks in 1961, before 
heading for Stanford University.
Second Best in Nation
Hawke tossed the discus 173-10 
last year, but he has surpassed 
this by more than 1 i  feet with a 
toss of 185-2% in last week’s di­
visional meet, the second best high 
school mark in the nation. A sub- 
par throw should be good enough 
to crack the state record.
The Butte junior will probably 
have little trouble winning the 
Class AA shot put, and his chances 
of establishing a new standard are 
almost as good.
The pole vault record of 13 feet, 
% inch should also topple during 
the two-day meet. Andy Steben of 
Class A Bozeman, son of the MSC 
track coach, cleared 13-8% in the 
divisional meet last weekend, and 
has been going over 13-6 consist­
ently. The record for the event
The
Bear
Facts
By BILL WALTER
was set in 1962 by Lynn Putnam 
of Opheim, who is now a member 
of the Grizzly track squad.
Bob Potter, two-time Class AA 
pole vault champ, and John Peter­
son of Helena should fight it out 
for the title in their division, and 
both are capable of breaking the 
record.
Russ Whindom of Butte is co­
holder of the 440-yard run record, 
but has been injured much of the 
spring.
Team Titles
Missoula, looking for a clean 
sweep of Class AA major sports, 
must be rated the favorite over 
Butte, and the two Billings entries.
Glasgow appears to have the 
best chance of re-capturing its 1963 
title, with Bozeman leading the 
opposition in the Class A race.
Poison gets the nod in Class B 
on the strength of Ron Gipe’s 16% 
points in 1963 competition. He is
favored in the hurdles and the 
shot-put this year.
As always, Class C is wide open. 
The crown will probably go to the 
school that can come up with one 
high-scoring star.
Record-breaking performances, 
however, may be hampered by the 
weather, which can do most any­
thing. The forecast calls for cooler 
temperatures and the possibility of 
scattered showers.
A dry, cool track would provide 
unlimited possibility for good 
times and distances, but if it rains, 
or the mercury should soar, the 
record book may stand intact.
FISHING BOOTS 
Special $6.99 
UPTOWN
ARMY-NAVY STORE 
322 North Higgins
INTERSCHOLASTIC SPECIALS
Men’s and Women’s
Work and Yard Gloves ________ _  20% off
Moccasins_____________________ ............ values to $3.95
Plastic Horses and Bulls _______ _ 10% off
Western Buckles ______ ___ from 99c and up
NEAL'S SHOE REPAIR
Downtown, Next to Weisfield’s
MUELLER TIRE CO.
MAY TIRE SALE
6.50x14 C.O.
Black Rayon Tubeless 
$ 2 6 ? 1 0 S a l e  $13.05
7.50x14, WSW, Nylon 
All Weather “ 42”
$15?95___ Sale $12.50
RECAP BARGAINS
6.70-7.10x15 and 7.50-8.00x14 
$8.95’ Plus Tax and Casing
USED TIRES _______ from $1.99
*Plus Tax and Tire off Your Car
FREE
MOUNTING
Reg. Sale*
7.50x14 All Weather, WSW Nyl. ___________   $22.70 $15.09
7.50x14 All Weather Black N y l.___________ __________ ___ 19 60 13 02
8.50x14 Safety All Weather WSW Nyl. _________________ 32.20 23̂ 48
7.50x14 Double Eagle Blue Circle NW ________  70 35 36 93
8.00x14 All Weather “N” WSW N y l . ____________________  24 05 17*26
8.50x14 All Weather “N” WSW Nyl_____:________________  26.10 18.69
8.00x15 Double Eagle Blue Circle N W ___________________ 77.75 46̂ 54
8.00x15 Safety All Weather Nyl. This. W SW ______________ 35.55 26.21
8.00x15 All Weather “N” Nyl. This. WSW ___   29.95 20.86
8.00x14 Rayon Black Tubeless C. O ._________-___________  31.35 15^8
7.60x15 Nylon Tube Type W S W _________________________  30.20 15*10
7.60x15 Safety All Weather Nyl. TT WSW _____  30.20 21.84
Other Sizes Available
°°G O  G O O D Y E A R
MUELLER TIRE CO.
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MSU Club Enters 18 Men
Montana State Championships 
Attract 125 Judo Competitors
DOWN HE GOES—Members of the MSU Judo Club will be com­
peting' with more than 100 judo enthusiasts in tomorrow’s matches 
at the Missoula Athletic Club. Participants are expected from Idaho, 
Washington and Western. Montana, according to instrucor Emo 
Benson. The matches will start at noon.
The MSU Judo Club will com­
pete in the 1964 Montana Judo 
Championships Saturday noon at 
the South Avenue High School 
Gymnasium.
The MSU Judo Club, the Mis­
soula Athletic Club and All-Amer­
ican Sports are sponsoring the 
meet. Top competitors from Spo­
kane, Great Falls, Idaho and MSC 
will vie for honors.
Norman Norton, MSU, won the 
brown belt grand championship 
honors in the Inland Empire Meet 
in Spokane and is expected to be 
one of the top competitors in this 
meet, according to Emo Benson, 
MSU judo instructor.
Benson said that one of the top 
entries from MSC is Bruce Ams- 
don, who won the Big Sky wres­
tling championship.
Bob Harder and John Panassa of 
Spokane, who are rated fifth and 
sixth in the nation in the black 
belt class, will also be competing. 
They and Benson were nominated
for the Olympic tryouts in New 
York after the Inland Empire 
meet.
Bela Balogh, Vern Cardon, John 
Eaton, Bruce Finkenhagen, Wil­
liam Hall, Gary Harris, Nels Jen­
sen, Joseph McGillis, Steve Peter­
son, Lloyd Smith and Greg Ulmer 
will be competing in the white and 
green belt classifications for MSU.
In.the brown belt class are Nor­
ton, Bill Lacombe, Bill Bick, John 
Pickering, Casey Sparrow and 
Fred Schmidt.
14 kt. Gold Diamond Pend­
ants in a Wide Variety of 
Styles and Prices —  from 
$14.95
2 Diamond Pendant 
$112
Murphy Jewelers
HOLIDAY VILLAGE 
Open Monday and 
Friday Evenings
MSU Cowboys to Compete 
At Northern This Weekend
MSU cowboys and cowgirls will 
make their final rides this weekend 
at the Northern Montana College 
rodeo in Havre prior to the re­
gional championships, which will 
be in Dillon the following week­
end.
Pat Rosenberger was the only 
member of the MSU club to place 
in the rodeo last weekend. She 
won second place in the barrel 
racing event at the Idaho State 
University rodeo in Pocatello Sat­
urday and Sunday.
Competing in the NMC rodeo for 
MSU will be Kim Kaufman, calf 
roping and ribbon roping; Bill 
Nutter, bareback riding, bull riding 
and steer wrestling; Robin John­
son, steer wrestling, saddle bronc 
riding and bareback riding, and 
Russ Gasser, ribbon and calf rop­
ing, bareback and bull riding.
Miss Rosenberger will compete 
in the barrel racing and goat tying 
events, and Jolly Johnson in the 
goat tying.
Western Montana College will 
sponsor the regional finals next 
Saturday and Sunday.
Speaking of Records . .
It's the MUSIC CENTER
Featuring Western Montana’s 
Largest Selection of
RECORDS 
SHEET MUSIC
PORTABLE STEREOS ForGraduation
h THE MUSIC CENTER 4
Western Montana’s Largest Music Store 
TWO LOCATIONS
Holiday Village 310 Higgins Ave.
SUNDAY NIGHT
★  MONTGOMERY CLIFT
+  ELIZABETH TAYLOR
i r  SHELLEY WINTERS
rrA  Place 
in the Sun”
Produced and Directed by George Stevens
•  Academy Award Winner
•  Parents Magazine 
Recommendation
•  Ranked among “10 Res?9 by 
National Board of Review
Based on the Novel
“AN AMERICAN TRAGEDY”
by Theodore Dreiser
ONE SHOWING ONLY —  7:30 
University Theater —  25c
Mpfro-Qoidvwn-Mayer presents
TONIGHT AND SATURDAY!
Late News •  Featurette • Disney Cartoon 
FEATURE TIMES: Tonight at 7:00 and 9:25. 
Saturday at 12:35, 2:55, 5:15, 7:35 and 9:55.
Showplace of Montana
WILMA
Phone 543-7341
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—the QUIET FRONT
by
“8V4M (Italian ’63) at the Fox 
beginning Sunday. Directed by 
Fedorico Fellini with Marcello 
Mastroianni, Claudia Cardinale, 
Sandra Milo and Anouk Aimee.
Fellini’s cinematic autobiography 
and best work to date; so named 
because the Italian director had 
made, with this work, just that 
number of films.
Marcello Mastroianni plays the 
part of Fellini 
(Guido Anselmi 
in the movie) as 
he plans a new 
film, surrounded 
by the physical 
a n d  m e n t a l  
wrecks who are 
his close associ­
ates—writers an­
xious to please, 
actors anxious to 
work, producers 
anxious to make profits, critics 
anxious to influence. Past associa­
tions, present emotional complica­
tions, future doubts press in on 
him; and the elusive ideas, the feel 
-for a new work, slip frighteningly 
out of his grasp.
“This is, I believe, the first film 
to subjectively analyze the creative 
process that is common to all 
creators: that frightening sense of 
insecurity and emotional loneli­
ness in a world constantly trying 
to substitute your emotions with 
its own." (Peter Baker in Films 
and Filming.)
. . his most daring film to 
date, he aimed his camera into 
his own psyche and let it record 
his fears and fantasies, desires 
and despairs in a cinematic lan­
guage that owes more to Joyce 
than to D. W. Griffith." (Time 
magazine.)
Absolutely superb! Don’t miss it.
Chuck knows that some 
of you students haven’t 
taken your cars to him 
for that Spring Tune-Up. 
. . . So when you see this 
ad, don’t all rush down at 
once.
CHUCK’S
TEXACO
2000 South Higgins
“Two Women” (Italian ’61), sec­
ond feature at the Fox. Directed 
by Vittorio DeSica with Sophia 
Loren, Jean-Paul Belmondo and 
Raf Vallone. Based on the novel 
by Alberto Moravia.
Story of a mother and her 13- 
year-old daughter as they flee 
the Allied bombing of Rome to a 
mountain village.
On their return trip they are 
raped by Moroccan soldiers. Con­
sequently the „ shocked girl sells 
herself for a pair of nylon stock­
ings. The mother fears her child 
is lost until news of the death of 
a close friend reunites them in a 
common bond of grief.
Awards: “Best Actress” at
Academy Awards and Cannes Film 
Festival.
“Night Must Fall”  (British ’64) 
at the Wilma Monday through 
Tuesday. Directed by Karel Reisz 
(Saturday night and Sunday 
Morning; This Sporting Life) with 
Albert Finney, Susan Hampshire, 
Mona Washboume and Sheila 
Hancock. From the play by Emlyn 
Williams and the novel by Wm. 
Drummond (at Rudy’s).
A shocker, somewhat on the 
order of “Psycho,” this film probes 
the mind of a lonely young psycho­
path driven to murder.
Commenting on the film, direc­
tor Karel Reisz said, “Danny as 
originally played by Robert Mont­
gomery . . . killed for a motive. 
He wanted an old woman’s money 
and he craved notoriety. But 
Danny in this film is not a cunning 
devil. Certainly, he is a monster, 
but as much a victim as an ag­
gressor. He is the victim of a 
twisted mind and I hope that mod­
ern audiences will fepl a little 
sympathy for him.”
“The remarkable Albert Finney 
devotes himself to a tour-de-force. 
The sheer virtuosity of his per­
formance causes one to squirm.” 
(Crowther in the New York 
Times.)
“A Place in the Sun” (American 
’51) at the University Theater 
Sunday. Directed by G e o r g e
ADULTS BEWARE
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)—Sign 
in a Lexington restaurant:
“Watch Out for School Children 
—Especially If They’re Driving 
Cars.”
wFOX---------------------
Phone 549-7085 Sunday—Monday—Tuesday
Shows Continuous Daily from 2:00 p.m.
ACADEMY AWARD WINNER!!
"BEST ACTRESS"
— Leading High School Students 
To Be Awarded U Scholarships
CHAS. BULL------------ ----------
Stevens (Shane; Giant) w i t h  
Montgomery Clift, Elizabeth Tay­
lor and Shelley Winters. Based on 
Theodore Dreiser’s novel “An 
American Tragedy” (at the Book­
store and Rudy’s).
Fateful romance involving three 
young people—a confused, ambi­
tious factory worker; the glamor­
ous and wealthy debutante who 
loves him and whom he wants to 
marry; the simple, unattractive 
working girl who threatens to tie 
him to a drab future.
For this movie Director George 
Stevens received an Oscar for 
“Best Director."
“Damn the Defiant” at the Cam­
pus Theater with Alec Guinness, 
Dirk Bogarde and Anthony Quayle. 
Based on the novel “Mutiny” by 
Frank Tilsley.
Right shipshape matey, right 
shipshape!
Second feature “Diamond Head.” 
Directed by Guy Green (The 
Mark) with Charlton Heston, 
Yvette Mimieux, George Chakiris, 
France Nuyen and James Darren.
University
Students
Leave Your School Clothes 
With Us Over the Summer 
for Storage and a 
Clean and Press
You Don’t Have 
to Pay Until 
Next Fall
2% Storage Charge
CITY
CLEANERS
610 South Higgins
Worthy Scholars — Montana’s 
outstanding high school students— 
took part in competitive testing 
here yesterday.
During their stay on campus, 
which will continue through Inter­
scholastic weekend, the Worthy 
Scholars are being shown through 
fraternity and sorority houses by 
the Associated Women Students of 
MSU.
The Bear Paws and Spurs will 
take them on tours through cam­
pus departments.
The students will be interviewed
by a committee of faculty mem­
bers. Interviews and tests will de­
termine the winners of several 
scholarships.
The freshman honorary is plan­
ning a hootenanny for the students 
and a street dance may be held.
LLOYD’S 
SHOE REPAIR
3-Minute 
Heel Service 
521 South Higgins
WELCOME
INTERSCHOLASTIC FANS 
AND PARTICIPANTS
FINE
DINING
IS
YOURS
Smiling Chef.
Treat yourself to a choice of Dinner Specials, 
or just drop in for a Hamburger.
THE MINUTE KITCHEN
1136 WEST BROADWAY
Open 9til 1 a.m. Friday and Saturday 
* til 10 p.m. Week Nights
mGTRO-GOLDWUn-maueR presents
a iB fiB T
KUNAWAbflBUUKNt SHtJIA HANCOCK screenfw  bv CUVE EXIOM from ihe (weaver vwuams 
M t t t r o w  w ooucffiw  wcurwtPRooucot °
KAREL REISZ * KAREL RBS7and ALBERT RNNEY • LAWRENCE P BACHMANN
LIFE
“A C lassic Horror Movie! 
Bone chilling,"
STARTS FEATURE TIMES: Sun. at 1:30, 4:15, 7:00 and 9:45. WILMA
SUNDAY! Mon. and Tues. at 7:00 and 9:45. Phone 543-7341
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Strike Ends in Anaconda Dispute
By the ASSOCIATED PRESS
• In what was described as a 
nearly unanimous vote, members 
of the United Steelworkers of 
America aproved proposals of the 
Anaconda Co. yesterday and ended 
a strike that has idled 5,000 men.
A company spokesman con­
firmed that company officials had 
been notified unofficially of the 
union action. However, he said re­
call orders had not been issued at 
mid-day.
Earl Wardle, union spokesman, 
said about 300 steelworkers took 
part in the vote although less than 
half that number of union mem­
bers were involved in the dispute.
Company proposals, as outlined 
by Wardle, included a promise for 
quick settlement of grievances at 
a newly constructed plant in Butte. 
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
• Ambassador Adlai E. Steven­
son declared yesterday the United
Canterbury
Association
For Students, Faculty, 
Staff
7 p.m. Sunday 
EPISCOPAL CHURCH
130 S. 6th Street E.
Theology
and
Plainsong
Inquirers Especially 
Welcome
States will defend the countries of 
Southeast Asia from armed Com­
munist aggression as long as they 
ask U.S. help to preserve their 
freedom.
Stevenson said that the long 
Southeast Asian crisis had taken 
a turn for the worse.
“My government takes a very 
grave view of these events. Those 
who are responsible have set foot 
upon an exceedingly dangerous 
path,”  he said.
WASHINGTON 
• The Louis Harris Poll said 
yesterday that Gov. Nelson A. 
Rockefeller of New York has 
moved into a clear lead over Sen. 
Barry Goldwater in the June 2 
California Republican presidential 
primary.
In a report copyrighted by the 
Washington Post, the poll said 
Rockefeller trailed the Arizona 
senator 45 per cent to 55 per cent 
in California just prior to the Mqy 
15 Oregon primary.
CALLING U
TODAY
Interscholastic Track Meet, noon, 
Dornblaser Field.
Masquer Banquet reservations, 
deadline 5 p.m., call Drama de­
partment ext. 309.
Montana Forum, noon, Terri­
torial Room 2; Mrs. Cynthia Schus­
ter, “A Method of Implementing 
Norman Cousins’ Proposal.”
Va price on all 17 kinds 
o f delicious pancakes at 
PAUL’S new PANCAKE 
PARLOR- at Tremper’s 
only.
THE MONTANA KAIMIN
CLASSIFIED ADS
Each line (5 words average) first insertion— 
Each consecutive insertion--------------------------------
20c
_10c
(no change o f copy in consecutive insertions)
If errors are made in an advertisement immediate notice must be given 
the publishers since we are responsible fo r  only one incorrect insertion. 
Deadlines: Noon the day preceding publication.
Phone 543-7241, Ext. 219, or 9-7200
3. PERSONALS 21. FOR SALE
I AM A  YAHAMA and I want a home. 
Please call me at 549-0993. 840 Kern. 
Hood’s Cycle Sales. 55-tfc
4. EDUCATIONAL
MODERN BUSINESS COLLEGE sum­
mer session starts June 15. Learn speed 
writing and shorthand to use in your 
lecture classes. '  102-tfc
6. TYPING
TYPING. Finest Quality. MSU Business 
graduate. Electric typewriter. Phone 
3-4894. ________________ 3-tfc
TYPING: EXPERIENCED. Call 549-
7282._______________________________ 79-tfc
TYPING. Mrs. Craig. Phone 549-5226.90-tfc
7. INSURANCE
STATE FARM Insurance — Life, Auto. 
Paul Ziemkowski, 549-1471. 601 W.
Broadway.________ ’________________ 9-tfc
FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP. Larry 
Larson. 2200 Brooks. 3-3113. 22-tfc
MATELICH Trailer Sales. Used Appli­
ances.______________________________ 11-tfc
O K ., LET’S GO. Absolutely no money 
down, very, very, very small monthly 
payments on any m otorcycle o f  your 
choice. Stop in and ask, shop and com ­
pare for the best bargains on all parts, 
services and cycles. Hood’s Cycle Sales, 
840 Kern. 9-3291. 55-tfc
HOME FOR SALE. 1650 Madeline Ave. 
university area by owner. 3 bedrooms, 
2 baths, fireplace, form al dining room, 
garage, basement and 4 large lots. Small 
equity. Assume FHA loan. No closing
costs. 549-7861.  103-3c
VANN'S, Kensington at Hwy. 93. GE 
Appliances, TV, Stereo and Guaranteed
Used Appliances.__________________20-tfc
EVERTT PIANO. Recently refinished. 
Antique, French provincial. Philco re­
frigerator. Freezer across top. Admiral 
consolette TV. Ext. 425 or 549-6334. 
____________________________________105-5c
26. AVIATION
LEARN TO FLY, Missoula Aerial Serv­
ice, F.A.A. Approved Flight School, 
542-2841.____________________________11-tfc
27. BICYCLES
LUCEY’S BICYCLE SHOP. Service. 
Parts, New, Used. 2021 S. Higgins. 
3-3331. 23-tfc
8. HELP WANTED 28. MOTORCYCLES
RESEARCH ASSISTANT for full-time 
position in bio-chemistry laboratory. 
Prefer individual with bachelor's de­
gree in chemistry, bacteriology, medical 
technology or related field. Experience 
desirable bu t not necessary. Call 3-7241, 
ext. 348 or 9-2645 after 6 p.m. 103-3c
9. WORK WANTED
EXPERT IRONING. 606 N. 3rd. Phone 9-2666. 52-tfc
15. APPLIANCE REPAIRS
29. MOBILE HOMES
MODERN REFRIGERATION and ap­
pliance service. A ll makes and models, 
domestic and commercial. 214 E. Main.
543-4640.____________________________ 9-tfc
SOLL APPLIANCE service. Phone 
543-5972. Repair all makes washers, 
dryers, refrigerators, ranges, freezers 
and dishwashers. 105-lc
32. AUTOS WANTED
16. FURNITURE
MATELICH Trailer Sales, Used Furni- ture._____________________  11-tfc
18. MISCELLANEOUS 
YOU EAT BETTER for less. Breakfast, 
lunch and dinner. Try the Hub Cafe, 
downtown Missoula. 105-lc
TOMORROW
Barbecue on the Oval, 5 p.m., 
proceeds to the Kennedy Memorial 
Library Fund.
Interscholastic Track Meet, noon, 
Dornblaser Field.
John Philip Sousa Concert, 8:15 
p.m., University Theater.
SUNDAY
Centennial Concert, 3 p.m., Uni­
versity Theater.
Centennial Concert, 8:15 p.m., 
Music Recital Hall.
Cosmopolitan Club picnic at 
Seeley Lake. Those interested may 
call Allan Kittell, 2-2406.
Montana Looks to the Future, 
KGVO, 6:30 p.m.; Dr. Fritz Bell, 
Director of the Montana Wildlife 
Association, “ Insecticide Abuse—a 
Threat to Life.”
Student Union Movie, 7:30 p.m., 
University Theater; “A Place in 
the Sun.”
Wesley Foundation, 5 p.m., 1327 
Arthur; supper, 35 cents; Rev. 
Hugh Herbert, “Report on General 
Conference.”
MONDAY
AWS, 4 p.m., Lodge.
TUESDAY
Applications for Venture art edi­
tor and M Book editor due at 
Lodge desk, 5 p.m. Applicants are 
to appear before Publications Com­
mittee 4 p.m., Wednesday for an 
interview.
CONCERNING U
• M. J. Nakamura, chairman of 
the microbiology department, will 
participate in two conference pro­
grams, “Elements of Mathematical 
Biology” and “Introduction of 
Computers,” in the National Sci­
ence Foundation Conference in 
Mathematical Biology at the Har­
vard Medical School June 22 to 
July 12.
• An MSU graduate, John Ge- 
sell, Chinook, will study French 
language and literature at the Uni­
versity of Paris with a Fulbright 
fellowship next year. Gesell has a 
B.A. in French from MSU and has 
been studying at the University of 
Colorado since 1959.
• Senate Democratic and Re­
publican leaders claim enough 
votes are in sight to halt the South­
ern filibuster and pass the civil 
rights bill next month.
With the showdown put off until 
early June, the leadership called 
on the Senate Appropriations Com­
mittee and others to catch up on 
their big backlog of bills until the 
civil rights fireworks start again.
• Mounting troubles in South­
east Asia drew increasing concern 
in official Washington yesterday 
while the State Department dis­
closed U.S. reconnaissance planes 
are operating over Red-beset Laos.
The announcement said the 
planes are operating over the con­
tested Plaine des Jarres area at 
the request of Premier Souvanna 
Phouma who is trying to hold to­
gether his neutralist government 
under severe Communist armed 
pressure.
The State Department said the 
planes are unarmed and are seek­
ing information on Communist 
concentrations and movements.
• Convenient
• Close-By
• Economical
SOUTH
AVENUE
LAUNDER-
CENTER
Open 5 a.m. to 
11 p.m.
"fa 7 Days a Week 
ALF TRONSTAD
Manager
117 SOUTH AVENUE
ENJOY
TROUBLE FREE
DRIVING
THIS SUMMER
GENUINE PARTS
& SERVICE
We Specialize in
TUNE UPS
— • —
CARBURETORS
— • —
GENERATORS
—  •  —
STARTERS
—  •  —
REGULATORS
—  •  —
SPEEDOMETERS
—  •  —
ALTERNATORS
— • —
PARTS & SERVICE
—  AT —
AUTO ELECTRIC 
SERVICE
218 E. Main 543-5145
P.F. Flyers Tennis Shoes
Women’s Sizes 
4-10
Men’s Sizes 
6^ -1 2
Johnston’s Shoes & Service
HOLIDAY VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER 
9 to 9 Monday through Friday — 9 to 6 Saturday
HOOD’S CYCLE SALES says: We aren’t 
the biggest m otorcycle dealers and 
don't have the biggest parts stock in 
Western Montana, DUt w e do get your 
parts for you faster than anyone, in­
cluding all direct wire services o f  our 
competitors. Guaranteed delivery or
Sour money back. Ask and compare, [ood’s Cycle Sales, 840 Kern, 9-3921.
65-tfc
MATELICH TRAILER SALES, Parts, 
Service. 11-tfc
CLEAN USED CARS — W e pay top 
prices. 93 Chrysler-Plymouth. 20-tfc
33. AUTOS FOR SALE
TIRED o f Walking? Stop at “93" Chry­
sler-Plymouth for the largest selection 
o f new and used cars. No down pay­ment required and low  monthly pay- 
ments. We are open evenings. 53-tfc 
RAMBLER CITY will have a car to suit 
your taste and financing to suit your 
budget. Check with us before you buy. 
Missoula needs the "U ”  and *'u”  need 
us. “ Where honesty and integrity pre­
vail.”____________________  75-tfc
1955 BEL-AIR CHEV., automatic trans- mission. Just overhauled. Motor excel­
lent. Good rubber. Call 543-5721 or see 
at 518 Alder before 2 pun. 102-4c
SEE OUR WONDERFUL SELECTION 
OF ITALIAN IMPORTS AND 
DOMESTIC GOODS
Individual gifts of
Jewelry 
Sports Wear 
Blouses 
Purses 
Lingerie 
Sweaters 
& Boutiques
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Law School Not Lonely for Lady
By BOB GOLIGOSKI 
Kaimin Reporter 
The place has 89 men but only 
one woman. No, it’s not some island 
in a south sea novel. The sign out 
front reads “MSU Law School.” 
Roberta Walsh, an attractive 23-
☆  ☆
year-old graduate of Smith Col­
lege, is the only coed currently 
enrolled at the law school. Miss 
Walsh says that “she has always 
been interested in law” and has 
her sights set on being a general 
practice lawyer.
☆
ONLY FEMALE BARRISTER—Roberta Walsh, the law school’s 
only coed, poses in front of pictures of graduating classes of the 
law school of days gone by. Miss Walsh is a freshman and plans 
to be the school’s 29th woman graduate in the last 52 years when 
she is graduated in 1966. (Kaimin Photo by John Lumb)
MAKE $100 MILLION LOAN 
KARACHI, Pakistan (AP)—The 
United States Agency for Inter­
national Development announced 
a commodity loan of $100 million 
to enable Pakistan to import iron, 
steel, etc., for completion of its 
second five-year plan.
WAKLEY MOTORS
• 1958 FORD V-8 2-dr. Hardtop
Red and White. Sharp_______________  $895
• 1961 CHEVROLET IMPALA 2-dr. Hardtop
Radio, Heater, Whitewalls, Power 
Steering___________________________  $2,095
• 1960 CHEVROLET “ 6”  2-dr. Sedan
Like New. Sharp___________________ $1,245
•  1961 VOLKSWAGEN 2-dr.
Clean and Sharp. Radio, Heater____  $1,245
See NEIL WAKLEY, Your Campus Salesman 
Phone 3-7681, or Come to
WAKLEY MOTORS
440 WEST BROADWAY
Give Us a ROLL,
SOMETIME!
Party Rates 9-1688
SKATE FRI.-SAT.-SUN. 7:30-10 
SAT.-SUN. 1:30-3:30
Being the only woman student' 
in the law school isn’t as unusual 
as it might seem. In nine of the 
53 years that the school has been 
in existence, only one coed was 
enrolled. “ I expected to be one of 
a very few women law students,” 
says Miss Walsh.
The freshman from Great Falls 
says that “most of the other law 
students take me seriously. The 
professors treat me fairly, and just 
like the men students.”
Not all women law students have 
been treated with equal respect in 
and out of the classroom, according 
to a recent article in Time maga­
zine, but the writer of the article 
says that “law'schools have mark­
edly relaxed t h e i r  traditional 
prejudice against women students.”
One of the male law students 
interviewed by the magazine said 
that “ the men in law school study 
together, drink coffee together, 
share their notes, ideas and prob­
lems, while the women have to 
bear the burden as loners.”
Not Lonesome
Miss Walsh does not fit in this 
category, and it is unusual to find 
her in the student lounge drinking 
coffee alone.
_ A woman student has not re­
ceived a law degree from MSU 
since 1955 when Antoinette Boyle 
was graduated. Miss Walsh, who 
plans to receive her degree in 1966, 
aims to be the next. Miss Boyle 
married a lawyer, Daryl Engebreg- 
son, and is practicing in partner­
ship with her husband in Laurel. 
Two other women law graduates 
also are practicing law with their 
husbands.
Although nearly 140 coeds have 
enrolled at the law school since it 
was founded in 1911, only 28 re­
ceived degrees.
Some of these women have been 
pioneers among their own sex. 
Geraldine O’Hara Grant, now Mrs. 
Geraldine O’Hara MacDonald, was 
city attorney in Hamilton from 
1929 to 1934. Frances C. Elge, now 
Mrs. Raymond Smith, became 
county attorney for Lewis and 
Clark county in 1933. Available 
records indicate that both women 
were the first to hold their respec­
tive offices in Montana.
First Female Barrister
The first woman took courses in 
the law school in 1912. She was 
Bernice Selfridge, now Mrs. Ber­
nice Forbes. Because she had not 
completed her pre-legal work, she 
was allowed to take only two law 
courses and both “with the dubious 
consent of the faculty.” The men 
law students called her “the hen 
law.” She later became the first 
woman to receive an LL.B. degree 
at MSU.
She was a member of the campus 
Equal Suffrage Club and enrolled 
at the law school two years before 
the adoption of the amendment to 
the Montana constitution giving 
women equal suffrage and the 
right to hold public office.
From 1911 to 1964 there were 
eight years in which no woman 
was enrolled at the law school. The 
number of women enrollees has 
never been large.
Mary Garrigus, who received 
her law degree in 1918, died in No­
vember of that year of influenza 
contracted while serving as a vol­
unteer nurse in an epidemic that 
raged in Missoula.
In 1946, women law students 
finally were permitted to attend 
smokers with the men students.
The law profession is a lonely 
place for women. Only one of
BASKET BURGER
(Burger Deluxe 
with Fries)
NOW YOURS FOR
45$
• • • and itfs 
delicious
ZIP-IN DRIVE-IN
every 39 lawyers is a woman, and 
the ratio has changed little in the 
past 20 years. But more women are 
going into law because they have 
been inspired by the success of 
others who have achieved excel­
lence in the field as judges and 
attorneys.
Very few women ever teach law. 
No woman has ever been a member 
of the MSU Law School faculty.
The law is still the establishment 
of men, according to the article in 
Time. “Some big firms refuse to 
hire women lawyers. Some judges 
are undisguisedly hostile to them. 
To most male lawyers, in fact, their 
sisters in the law seem about as 
welcome as a mother-in-law, unfit
Its
Better 
Dry Cleaning
Dial 542-2151 
We Pick Up and Deliver 
Professional Services
Florence Laundry 
and Dry Cleaners
for trial work, suited ' only for 
matrimonial cases or such back­
room fields as estates and trusts.” 
“The women in law I know don’t 
seem to have any trouble,”  says 
Miss Walsh. “I have had no special 
problems at the law school.” And 
with an engaging smile she says 
that she does not expect to meet 
any when she begins to practice 
law in Montana.
SPECIAL
DISCOUNT
on all
TIRES
While They Last!
• Engine Tune-up
• Lubrication
• Car Wash
Madison Street 
Chevron
Madison and Broadway
Missoula Community Theatre 
Presents on Stage at the Roxy
MAX SHULMAN t ROBERT PAUL SMITH
8:15 P.M.
MAY 21, 22, 23
MARGARET FRIEDL, Director
• Adults $1.25
• Students 75c
Interscholastic Visitors Welcome 
For Reservations Phone 549-3538, Noon to 5, May 18-23
N««r Comedy by
new fashion pardner...our
KEDS’ 
CIMARRON’
$4.95
It's Western in flavor and pure Keds in quality. It’s the 
classic Keds oxford, done up in a new wide-open-spaces 
cotton, with an easy texture that tones down colors so 
they look like real desert hues. With all of Keds’ exclu­
sive inner comforts, and in N & M widths. Washable, of 
course. Get a gallop on for Keds ‘Cimarron’ today!
DIXON AND HOON
133 N. Higgins
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MSU’s Telephone System: The Problem
EDITOR’S NOTE
Because of the many letters the 
Kaimin has received concerning 
the campus telephone situation, the 
Kaimin presents a two-part report 
on the problems and the possible 
solutions. This report deals with 
questions students may have. The 
second part (page 11) presents ad­
vantages and disadvantages of 
some of the suggested solutions.
By CHERYL, HUTCHINSON 
Kaimin Reporter
Want a good conversation about 
a bad subject? It seems that the 
MSU telephone system is just 
right.
From opinions of students,. ad­
ministration, the telephone com­
pany and campus switchboard 
operators, one thing seems certain 
—MSU’s telephone system is in­
adequate and something should be 
done.
There are many complaints and 
few solutions. The switchboard fa­
cilities are not adequate, students 
occasionally have local and long 
distance calls disconnected without 
notice, faculty and students cannot 
always get an off-campus line and 
off-campus calls cannot get into 
the University.
The campus switchboard opera­
tors get the brunt of the disgust. 
Persons using the telephones get 
angry and swear at the operators. 
Patience is a virtue, but how pa­
tient can 4,500 persons be?
37 Students Per Phone
James A. Brown, director of 
residence halls, estimated the stu­
dent-telephone ratio at 37 students 
to each telephone. There are about 
550 extensions on campus accord­
ing to Richard H. Durnford, pur­
chasing assistant and inventory 
clerk in the busienss office.
The switchboard has two lines 
for incoming calls only, 17 two- 
way trunk lines and one operator 
trunk line used for emergencies. 
There are 57 telephones serving 
wing extensions in the eight dor­
mitories, one office line to each 
dormitory office and one extension 
to the office of residence director.
The campus operators are re­
sponsible for recording all long­
distance calls made by faculty 
members and answering calls for 
student and faculty information.
The present switchboard is a 
two-person operation. There are 
two full-time operators, 12 student 
operators and part-time emergency 
operators.
The switchboard is open from 
8 a.m. to 11 p.m. on weekdays and 
Saturdays and from 8:30 a.m. to 11 
p.m. on Sundays. Students may be 
called at other times only in emer­
gencies. These calls must be 
cleared through the dormitory di­
rector or housemother.
With the present MSU system, 
a person dialing from a campus 
extension cannot make a toll call. 
If a person tries to reach the down­
town operator to place a call, a 
machine in the main office auto­
matically sends the call back to 
the University operator.
In order to ease the situation, 
some questions should be ans­
wered.
Do the operators interrupt a 
local call for a long distance call? 
Since the outside operators can 
hold a call for only three minutes, 
the campus operators will inter­
rupt student calls if necessary. 
They don’t interrupt faculty calls 
because most of the faculty mem­
bers are willing to take messages, 
according to Ruth C. Hughes, su­
pervisor of telephone services on 
campus.
STUDENTS!
WE FEATURE
■jjf Brake Service 
Tune-ups 
Do-It-Yourself 
CAR WASH
Be sure and get your oar 
serviced and tuned up at the
Brooks Street 
Conoco
510 Brooks
5 Minutes from Campus 403 N. Higgins Ave.
Professional Laundry and Dry Cleaning 
plus Coin-Operated Laundry and 
Dry Cleaning Service
FREE PARKING  
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
814 South Higgins
If an emergency call must go 
through after the switchboard is 
closed, is there any way of reach­
ing a student? There are night 
numbers for each dormitory, Mrs. 
Hughes said. These numbers are 
listed in the downtown telephone 
book and in the campus directory. 
These night numbers are to be 
used only for emergencies because 
the ringing telephones disturb the 
housemothers.
Do operators enforce any type 
of limit on calls? The operators 
have no way of knowing what calls 
are going on between campus ex­
tensions. If they are too busy (and 
they are most of the time), it is 
hard for them to remember how 
long the other lines have been 
used. It is left up to the caller and 
the receiver to abide by the time 
limits. The operators will interrupt 
only if here is a conflicting call.
Why No Calls After 7:30?
Why is a time limit placed on 
calls? Because of the limited num­
ber of telephones available to so 
many people.
“ It is fairly common throughout 
the United States,”  said Mr. Brown. 
He added, “Limited telephone calls 
will limit the chance for a monop­
oly.”
Is there any legitimate reason 
for telephones being off from 7 to 
9:30 p.m. and after 11 p.m.? Mr. 
Brown cited the policy as being 
“advantageous to providing some 
kind of a study atmosphere.” Ring­
ing telephones will bother concen­
tration and studying.
Why doesn’t the operator answer 
immediately when someone rings? 
Mrs. Hughes said that the reason 
is that the operators are “ too busy 
on the switchboard to catch all 
calls immediately.”  Long-distance 
calls and information duties cause 
delays.
Why is there a three phase 
(caller to operator, operator to 
caller, operator to receiver) oper­
ation for outside calls from dor­
mitory extensions? When an exten­
sion call reaches the operator, the 
operator answers. The operator has 
to disconnect the cord, connect it 
for an outside line and then dial 
the outside number. If students 
had free access to the few outside 
trunk lines, they would monopo­
lize the outside lines, Mrs. Hughes 
said.
Why do some operators start 
conversations? T h e y  shouldn’t, 
Mrs. • Hughes said, adding, “but 
boys will be boys.”
Why does it take so long for the 
dial tone to come back after the 
receiver is replaced on the tele­
phone? The operators are too busy 
to check the lines. (By the way, it 
is easier for the operator to see the 
flashing light from tapping the 
line slowly than to see the light 
faintly flicker from frantic push­
ing on the button.)
Is there a limit on long-distance 
calls? Not as a general rule unless 
another long-distance call con­
flicts or if there is an accidental 
disconnection.
When are the lines busiest? The 
traffic is heaviest on Fridays, 
weekends and holidays when the 
faculty is not using them, accord­
ing to Mr. Durnford.
Mrs. Hughes, who has worked as 
a campus operator since 1943, said,
Welcome to Inter scholastic
asso ’em with a fresh, 
sparHincf look
See Our Selection 
of
Sport Shirts 
Bermuda Shorts
Continental and Casual Pants
SPARKLE LAUNDRY
AND
DRY CLEANERS
CORDS, CARDS AND CALLERS keep the campus sti'ation and faculty and control all local calls 
telephone operators busy. They have to record all made by students. (Photo by John Lumb) 
long-distance calls made from faculty and admini-
“ the facilities here now are not 
adequate for the number of stu­
dents—we don’t have enough out­
going and incoming lines. Two 
operators can’t handle the work at 
peak times, but there is not enough 
switchboard space for more than 
two operators.”
She added, “We should have at 
least a halfway decent phone serv­
ice here. I can’t blame the kids. 
After all, if it weren’t for the kids 
we wouldn’t have a university.”
She said the previous policy of 
allowing long-distance calls dur­
ing quiet hours or after hours to 
go through directly to the dormi­
tory director or house mother had 
to be dropped. The directors and 
housemothers complained that they 
couldn’t go running to bring stu­
dents to the phone. Now all calls 
are screened and only emergency 
calls go through when the switch­
board is off.
“The faculty doesn’t have to call 
into the board for outgoing calls— 
they just dial nine,’ ’ said Mrs. 
Hughes. “The students used to have 
open lines, but they tied up the 
outside lines for the faculty and 
administration.” Now the operators 
can control the number of outside 
calls and insure faculty preference 
on the lines.
Mrs. Hughes mentioned the “hot 
line” or PBX line for faculty and 
administration. The line allows 
calls to be made any place in Mon­
tana without charges to the Uni­
versity.
“We can’t give the kind of serv­
ice we would like to give,” Mrs. 
Hughes said.
“We don’t even have the rudest 
kind of telephones in the men’s 
halls,” Mr. Brown said.
Swim Trunks 
Tenny Runners 
Summer Jackets
Ha ve Your Clothes Laundered 
and Dry Cleaned at
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MS IPs Telephone System: The Solutions
Part 2
By CHERYL, HUTCHINSON 
Kahn in Reporter 
With a more orderly develop­
ment of communications in the 
1960s and the obvious dissatisfac­
tion with the telephone system at 
MSU, there should be some way 
of remedying the situation.
James A. Brown, director of 
residence halls, feels that “the fact 
that we don’t have room telephones 
is temporary. Eventually the tele­
phone niches in the dormitories 
will not be used.” He added that 
an improved telephone system 
would be “most advantageous ad­
ministratively as well as to every- 
one.’’
Operators at Top Capacity 
“The campus operators are to 
the outer limits of switchboard 
capacity now . . . the telephones 
are a tremendous nuisance,” Mr. 
Brown said.
There are many facts to be con­
sidered in installing a new and 
improved system on campus. The 
administration, the students and 
the telephone company must reach 
a mutual agreement on any pro­
posal.
The administration would have 
to approve any proposals through 
the budget and standards of the 
University, the students (because 
they would have to absorb the 
cost) would have to approve of a 
new system, and the telephone 
company would have to be guar­
anteed that a certain number of 
telephones would be used for a 
specified period of time.
Rewiring Necessary 
No matter what the accepted and 
applied proposal might be, it is 
evident that a recabling and re­
wiring job of the campus area 
would be necessary.
If individual students want 
telephones in their rooms, why 
can’t they just deal with the tele­
phone company directly as if they 
were in a private home? (The cost 
for the installation would be $6 
and the monthly charge would be 
about $5.) Sounds simple enough, 
doesn’t it?
Even if the administration would 
approve it there would be too many 
lines and cords from telephone 
poles to the dormitories. Line 
complications would have to be 
corrected by an underground cable 
and internal wiring.
Mountain S t a t e s  Telephone 
Company has offered periodic pro­
posals to the University. It is 
evident that any method adopted 
would be paid for mainly out of 
increased student fees.
Phones Would Cost $20
Mr. Brown said, “It would neces­
sitate a general minimum raise in 
room and board charges of $20 a 
year. We have tried to keep the 
charges down and this could not 
be an optional facility. The tele­
phone company would have to be 
assured that a certain number of 
telephones would be utilized for 
a specified number of years.”
Richard H. Durnford, purchasing 
assistant and inventory clerk in 
the business office, said that in 
addition to room rental for indi­
vidual telephones, a different type 
of switchboard and external and 
internal wiring in the dormitories 
would have to be installed.
He added that an equipment 
room at least 24 feet by 45 feet 
would have to be housed some­
where on campus if phones were 
installed in dormitory rooms. The 
telephone company would supply 
the equipment.
Under the present system, dor­
mitory phones are considered an
Local Author Writes Book 
On JFK's Montana Visits
Ed Christopherson, a local au­
thor of travel writings for books 
and magazines, has a~ week-old 
book on the stands. He recon­
structed John F. Kennedy’s visits 
to Montana in a fully illustrated 
88-page volume entitled, “West­
ward I Go Free.”
Mr. Christopherson said, “ It was 
a tremendously fascinating area 
to research. The more I dug into 
it the more depth I found.
“It is a hunk of Montana 'his­
tory that will become more im­
portant as time goes on. It is a 
story of a man who visited Mon­
tana during his formative politi­
cal years.
“The people kept seeing him
(Kennedy) and they developed a 
relationship. The book shows a 
continuing cast of Montana char­
acters. In his (Kennedy’s) total 
32 hours time in Montana, the 
people saw him as the emerging 
president,”  Mr. Christopherson 
said.
Mr. Christopherson said the ma­
terial was very manageable to 
research. He tried to get the ini­
tial story with confirmation from 
the people involved. He said, “Bas­
ically the material is good enough 
that it didn’t need explanation or 
interpretation. It'would change the 
character of the book to try to 
interpret.”
New at Henryks • •
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Chocolate, Strawberry, 
Caramel, Black Cherry
^  Cones-10-15c ^  Sundaes-25-35c
And, Old Favorites
Ham Sandwich_____________________  35c
Toast, Lettuce, Dressing and a Generous Serving of Ham.
Bacon, Lettuce & Tomato Sandwich__49c
HENRY’S DRIVE-IN
SOUTH ON HIGHWAY 93 
—IN FRONT OF HOLIDAY VILLAGE__
incidental part of the administra­
tive function of the University. 
There is no special cost for the 
dormitory extensions, according to 
Mr. Durnford.
If an alternate proposal to sup­
ply dormitories with separate 
switchboards and extensions were 
accepted, a tariff would be charged 
on the calls. Under this system, the 
main switchboard would serve the 
administrative portion of the cam­
pus, and the dormitory telephones 
would be regarded as a separate 
entity.
It would operate on a hotel 
basis with a switchboard in each 
dormitory recording each call.
manual operator has to be on duty 
24 hours a day.
Knowles Hall, the women’s dor­
mitory, and the men’s dormitory 
under construction are the only 
two residence halls on the MSU 
campus with the conduit lines al­
ready installed. Mr. Brown said 
that fundamental wiring will be 
provided on all future campus 
buildings. But, with the older dor­
mitories, concealed wiring would 
have to be installed and a major 
construction project would result. 
The University probably would 
have to absorb the costs for this.
Despite the present inadequacy
of the telephones on campus, fur­
ther abuse should be halted. Cases 
have been reported in the men’s 
dormitories .of phones being ripped 
from the wall and mouthpieces 
being dismantled. At present the 
telephone company is absorbing 
the costs as part of the normal re­
pair on phones. But, if the dam­
ages continue at the present rate, 
the telephone company could re­
move the telephones or start bill­
ing for th damages.
Negotiations and considerations 
by Mountain States Telephone 
Company and University officials 
are active.
14,000 Calls Monthly 
A study two years ago estimated 
that about 14,000 calls a month 
are made from a dormitory system 
of MSU’s capacity. The tariff rate 
(now about six or seven cents) 
would be billed on all calls, making 
a large monthly bill. And, under 
the dormitory-switchboard system 
it is impossible to know who placed 
the calls or who is responsible for 
the bill. The telephone company 
would bill the University and the 
University would have to hire 
extra employees to handle the 
charging on campus. Two Oper­
ators, one for information and one 
for long distance, would have to 
be on duty.
The low-cost dormitory tele­
phones at Eastern Montana State 
College are available because con­
duit (main lines) lines were in­
stalled in the building when the 
dormitory was constructed.
In the older dormitories on the 
MSU campus, the University would 
have to pay for the conduit and 
the telephone company would in­
stall the wiring in the buildings.
Individual Phones at EMCE 
The system at Eastern is called 
“Centrex.”  Equipment on campus 
was used and expanded to provide 
facilities for additional extensions. 
The College is responsible for all 
bills. The telephone company pro­
vides all the trunk lines and the 
switching board is based on the 
number of phones being used. A
H OW DY ATHLETES
A WESTERN WELCOME TO MISSOULA 
FROM THE WESTERNERS
Feel at Home in:
“ FARAH”  CASUAL PANTS— $4.98 to $5.98
Newest Styles
“De Loma” Sport Shirts—newest patterns _____  $2.98 to $3.95
“Grips”  Canvas Slip-ons—also O xfords____________  $4.95 a pair
“Jerks” White Cotton Socks—cushion sole :___ ______59c a pair
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blues, colors, and stretches_________________ $4.25 to $6.95
Short Sleeve Sweat Shirts______________________________ $1.98
Zip Neck Sweat Shirts_________________________________ $2.49
“Munsingwear” Briefs and T-Shirts—fine quality __  $1 to $1.50
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in track, tennis or golf. We hope that while you’re on campus, you’ll 
visit the University departments and decide to attend MSU next year. 
Monana State Universiy is a campus big enough to serve you, but 
small enough to know you.
While you’re in Missoula, stop by Peoples State Bank and arrange 
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campus bank and the student’s friend, Peoples State is located just 
blocks from campus and will be open until 6 pm . today. We’ll be 
glad to discuss your financial problems—or just to meet you.
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MSU Has Flathead Lake Branch
By JONNI FLANAGAN 
Kaimin Reporter
Summer school on Flathead 
Lake! That’s right, each summer 
advanced students and faculty 
members in biological sciences 
study at the Biological Station of 
Flathead Lake.
The station, which is a unit of 
the State University Summer 
School, is located on Yellow Bay 
on the east shore of Flathead Lake 
at the base of the northern end 
of the Mission Mountains.
Parts of the station are located 
on Bull Island, on Poison Bay 
and on the two small Bird Islands, 
according to Richard A. Solberg, 
assistant professor of botany and 
director of the station.
Founded by Elrod
Morton J. Elrod, former pro­
fessor of biology at the University, 
founded the station in 1899. The 
main purpose of the station at that 
time was to provide opportunities 
for high school and college in­
structors to carry on field work 
in the biological sciences.
Upper division courses and grad­
uate work in the fields of botany 
and zoology are now presented 
at the station. Emphasis is placed 
on research programs concerned 
with the fauna and flora of North­
western Montana, according to Mr. 
Solberg.
Each summer the station has 
visiting staff members from many 
regions of the United States. There 
are from seven to nine facutly 
members with doctor’s degrees on 
the staff annually. The non-aca­
demic staff includes one full-time 
cook and three assistants, a stu­
dent store operator, a summer as­
sistant custodian and a full-time 
secretary .
The facilities and co-operation 
of many state and federal agencies 
are available to the staff and re­
search workers of the Biological 
Station. Research projects are con­
ducted independently and in co­
operation with biologists and nat­
uralists in Glacier National Park, 
the Rocky Mountain Laboratory 
at Hamilton, and the National 
Bison Range at Moiese.
First Building
Mr. Solberg said that the first 
permanent building at the station, 
a brick laboratory built in 1911- 
12, still stands and is used for a 
student store, student offices and 
a social center.
At the present time, there are 
approximately 65 buildings in­
cluding 12 staff and faculty cabins 
and 35 student cabins which will 
house from 100-120 persons. There 
is also a general commissary, five 
buildings containing teaching and 
research laboratories, and numer- 
ous'Tnaintenance buildings and fa­
cilities. These buildings and facili­
ties are managed by a year-round 
custodian .
The cabins, which house from 
2-4 persons, are divided into men’s 
women’s and married couples 
areas. Washing and bathing facili­
ties are centralized, as are com­
missary provisions.
Population at 110
The summer population of the 
station is approximately 90-110 
persons, including families. All in­
dividuals are housed in 12’ x 14’ 
x  16’ cabins. Each cabin is pro­
vided with lights and ele'ctric out­
lets, beds, mattresses, pillows, 
chair, table, dresser, and minor 
items of equipment, according to 
Mr. Solberg.
The student store carries books 
and other course supplies, toilet 
articles, stationery and confections. 
A complete grocery store is within 
walking distance of the station.
Credits earned at the Biological 
Station are transferable to other 
colleges and universities the same 
as credits earned in the Depart­
ments of Botany and Zoology on 
the University campus. Under­
graduates may take only those 
courses which are numbered be­
low 500, according to Mr. Solberg.
Credit is given in quarter hours. 
The recommended load for stu-
Little Man on Campus By Dick Bibler
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dents is nine hours for the eight 
week session. Maximum load for 
any student is 12 and the minimum 
load is six hours. Graduate assist­
ants may carry a maximum of six 
hours. A six-hour course nor­
mally meets two days a week and 
a three-hour course meets one day 
a week. Both are scheduled for an 
extra day each week to make two- 
day field trips possible.
Independent investigators use 
the station facilities to study such 
things as bird nesting habits and 
lake microbiology. These investi­
gators are charged a fee of $50 for 
the use of station facilities and 
office space.
A  student fee of $79 (maximum- 
is charged both resident and non­
resident students. All students pay 
a $10 field trip fee to partially 
cover the cost of field trip trans­
portation.
Students who have reached the 
junior level in college and who 
have satisfactorily completed nec­
essary course prerequisites are eli­
gible for damission. Students de­
siring to enroll must submit a com­
plete official transcript together 
with recommendations from two
instructors. Graduate s t u d e n t s  
must first enroll in the Graduate 
School of Montana State Univer­
sity, according to Mr. Solberg.
Recreational Opportunities 
Mountain climbing, hiking, boat­
ing, swimming and fishing are 
among the many opportunities for 
recreation. Ideal trout fishing in 
the streams and rivers in the area 
is easily available, according to 
Mr. Solberg.
Dogs and other pets are not al­
lowed at the station because the 
area is a game reserve.
The summer session this year 
opens June 22 and will end Aug. 
14. Twenty biology teachers will 
be studying under a National Sci­
ence Foundation Institution pro­
gram and 12 more under a similar 
program.
A women’s forestry workshop 
and an educational conservation 
workshop will also be held at the 
station. There are approximately 
20 students registered for the reg­
ular session at the present time. 
Nine professors will be on this 
year’s staff.
HELLO, DOLLY! 
by LOUIS ARMSTRONG
is available at
JerEve’s Music
in both mono and stereo 
Hammond Arcade Missoula
Lady Martf,
. . .  and suddenly you 
have all the new fashion 
looks your shorts, pants 
and skirts have been 
waiting for. These. . .  from 
a vast collection of varied 
silhouettes in printed, 
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All in easy care fabrics — sizes 
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